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Rubato within the time frame of a bar in Chopin's mazurkas is a phenomenon
which has long mystified musicians. When Chopin himself applied it to his mazurkas,
the tempo subtly slowed down and, within the same bar, accelerated to make up for lost
time, the first beat of the bar thus constantly arriving on time. In spite of extensive
research into this type of rubato, there is still little known about it. This thesis therefore
investigates the phenomenon.
During a conversation with the German-born pianist Hallé, Chopin attributed
ruhuto within the time frame of a bar in his mazurkas to the Polish mazurka itself.
Signil'icantly, ol'thc various kinds of Polish mazurkas which Chopin encountered
tltrring, his lilirtiruc, only thosc li'orn villages in the region of Kujawy, where he spent
trolitlrrys irs ir youth, l'o¿rturccl this type of ruhato. When it was applied to them, the
tonr¡lo sulltly slowctl tlown ¿¡nil, within thc samc bar, accelerated to make up for lost
tirne, just as in Cho¡rin's lnazurkas. 'l'his was achieved, in the case of Kujawy village
rnazurkas, by close interaction between text, melody and dance movements as they
moved through time together. Hence, this thesis argues that Kujawy village mazurkas,
particularly the interaction there between text, melody and dance movements, provides
a key to understanding rubato within the time frame of a bar in Chopin's mazurkas.
This thesis is presented in two parts. The first part studies motion through time in
Kujawy village mazurkas. It determines how text, melody and dance movements
interacted whilst moving through time together. In particular, it focuses on how they
interacted during the application of rubato u'ithin the time frame of a bar, in
preparation for applying knowledge of this interaction to Chopin's mazurkas. With this
preparation complete, the second part studies motion through time in Chopin's
mazurkas. It determines how the motion might have been influenced by the interaction
in Kujawy village mazurkas between text, melody and dance movements. It then
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considers how knowledge of this interaction might be used to interpret rubato within
the time frame of a bar in Chopin's mazurkas, thereby providing new insights into a
phenomenon which in the past has proven to be so elusive.
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